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Abstract 
Blind source separation for convolutive mixture of speech 
signals has been addressed in many literatures. However, widely 
applied Multichannel Blind Deconvolution (MBD) method 
suffers whitening effect or arbitrary filtering problem which 
results in dramatic decrease of Automatic Speech Recognition 
system’s performance. In present paper, a new MBD based 
multistage method is proposed, in which contributions of each 
source to every microphone are final goal rather than original 
signals. In detail, MBD is first implemented using entropy 
maximization criterion combined with Natural Gradient (NG) 
algorithm, then compensation matrix is constructed, based on 
which sources are recovered to its contribution to every 
microphone, i.e., whitening effect or arbitrary filtering problem 
has been transformed to fixed filtering problem. After 
compensation processing, for a certain source, it becomes 
Single Input and Multi-Output (SIMO) problem. Thus, not only 
spatial quality of source can be preserved, but also SIMO blind 
deconvolution can be further applied to fully recover temporal 
structure of speech signal. Finally, experiment shows validity 
and superiority over other methods in both spectra preservation 
efficiency and speed. 
Index Terms: Multistage, Convolutive Source Separation, 
spectra compensation 

1. Introduction 
Blind Source Separation (BSS) is a field that has received 
considerable attention in the latest decade in many research 
fields, such as communications, speech separation and signal 
processing and control [1] and [2]. 

Recently, much research has been devoted to the 
convolutive case. Methods for such scenario, generally, can be 
classified into two classes. The one is MBD method, and the 
other is Convolutive BSS (CBSS). The difference lies in the 
former attempts to make system’s outputs both spatially and 
temporally independent and later just performs separation 
without explicitly deconvolving outputs. For speech case, MBD 
is obviously unsuitable due to its side effect of temporally 
whitening the outputs; Comparatively, CBSS is more 
appropriate to solve cocktail party problem. 

To overcome whitening effect in cocktail problem, various 
methods have been proposed. K.Torkkola [3] and Choi [4] 
proposed recurrent network method, by which filtered version 
estimation can be obtained. However, it is hard to design a 
feedback type separator so as to guarantee its stability, 
especially for non-minimum phase mixing process. As for 
nonholonomic method [5], it releases diagonal constrains on 
temporal structure of outputs. Indeed, it can not prevent 
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trary filtering problem radically. LP based MBD [6] [7] 
hod works well only under the precondition that inherent 
endencies of speech signal does not share same delay scope 
 echo delay. Otherwise, LP processing would destroy 
ing information such that separation can not be implemented 
ectly. Due to early reflection in real environment, such 
dition is quite difficult to be satisfied. Another class method 

o-stage method using newly designed criterion to estimate 
contribution of each source to every microphone, such as 
O-ICA [8] [13]and Minimal Distortion Principle [9]. 
ever cost function of the MDP does not equal zero even in 

mal point, which brings difficulties in finding equilibrium 
t blindly. High computational complexity of SIMO-ICA’s 
latively surprising. 
In this paper, we present novel multi-stage method to 
ver original signal up to its contribution to every 
rophone by employing a compensation matrix. In the 
osed framework, conventional blind separation is first 

ied out using entropy maximization method combined with 
holonomic NG. After separation, the arbitrarily filtered 
ion estimation and separation matrix are available.  We then 
struct a compensation matrix in frequency domain, based on 
ch contributions of each source to every microphone can be 
eved. Thus, for a certain source, the problem becomes a 
ber of SIMO problems that is relatively suitable for post 
essing, such as deconvolution, because an exact inversion 

he mixing system and thus, a perfect reconstruction of the 
ce is possible for such case if multi-path impulse response 

s not share common zeros in z-plane [10]. Applying 
osed method, not only temporal structure can be repaired, 
also spatial quality of each source can be maintained. The 
dity of suggested approach is verified through experimental 
 performance comparison. 

2. Problem statement and conventional 
solution

Mixing process 

he convolutive blind source separation task, m statistically 
pendent source signals T

m tstst )(......)()( 1s are mixed 
a causal linear multichannel system and corresponding 
ixture observations T

n txtxt )(......)()( 1x are given by 

K

k
ktkt

0
)()()( sHx    (1) 

re )(kH is a sequence of mn matrices that denotes the 
ulse Response (IR) of acoustic environment with coefficient 

)k being IR between i -th source and j -th sensor. For 
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simplicity, in this study, we assume that nm and background 
noise is negligible. 

The objective of BSS is to estimate source signal from 
mixture observations without any prior information. Utilizing 
the causal Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter matrix, 
separation process can be represented in the form 

L

l
ltlt

0
)()()( xWy    (2) 

where T
m tytyt )(......)()( 1y contains estimations of source 

signals without interference. There are two kinds of results in 
term of relation between )(ty and )(ts , one is  

)()( ijiji tsdty    (3) 

where ijd is a scaling factor only from ij and j is a time 
delay. Such results can preserve waveform of source exactly. 
The other one takes the form  

1

0
)()()(

L

l
jiji ltsldty    (4) 

which means that estimation is a filtered version of source, 
spectra characteristics has been destroyed in procedure of 
separation. Undoubtedly, the first solution is ideal for speech 
separation task. 

2.2. Information maximization approach BSS with 
nonholonomic constraints 

Until now, a number of approaches have been proposed to 
achieve BSS using different optimization criteria, such as 
Second Order Statistics (SOS) method, High Order Statistics 
(HOS) method. Well known information maximization 
approach derived from independence assumption is rather 
popular one due to its success in a number of applications. This 
method attempts to make information represented by outputs 
maximized through reducing redundancy in both inner symbol 
and inter symbol, finally outputs of system are independent 
spatially and temporally. It is also equivalent to minimizing the 
mutual information (K-L divergence) between the components 
of network output to render them independent.  

Employing information maximization criterion and natural 
gradient, et al, resulting coefficient updates in time domain are 

)())(()()()1( lkLkkkk T
lll uyWWW f  (5) 

L

l
l lkkk

0
)()()( xWy     (6) 

L

q
qL qkkk

0
)()()( yWu    (7) 

where )(klW is l -th order of separation matrix at k -th iteration, 
is learning rate, T

mm yy )(......)()( 11 fff y represents a 
vector of nonlinear function acting on every component of 
outputs and is defined as )tanh()( iii yyf here. Through 
analysis, equilibrium point of above learning algorithm is  

lijjii lkykyfE )())((    (8) 

Equation (8) indicates outputs are both temporally and spatially 
independent when iteration arrives at stationary point, which is 
side effect for speech case. 

To avoid whitening effect, also overcome instability 
brought by nonstaionarity of signal, nonholonomic constraints 
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hod is proposed. The natural gradient algorithm updates 
 nonholonomic constraints takes the form 

L

r
r

T

ll

krlLkyLkdiagoff

kk

0
)()())((

)()1(

Wy

WW

f
 (9) 

L

l
l lkkk

0
)()()( xWy     (10) 

respondingly, stationary point of above equation satisfy  

yy

yy

)]}())(([{

0)]}())(([{

pkkdiagE

lkkdiagoffE
T

T

f

f
                (11) 

re is diagonal matrix that is automatically adjusted during 
learning process. To void the noncausality, L tap delay is 
pted in practical implementation for equation (5)-(10). It can 
een form (9)-(10) that there are no particular constraints on 
poral structure of outputs, which implies that whitening 
lem may become arbitrary filtering problem.  

3. Proposed multi-stage method 

Motivation 
e previous research, many approaches have been suggested 

deal with whitening problem for signal with temporal 
cture. It is shown that Minimal Distortion Principle (MDP) 
rion and SIMO-ICA method are attractive. Their main idea 
in whole procedure is divided into two stages, contributions 
ource to microphones are estimated first, and then SIMO 
nvolution is conducted at second stage. However, in first 

e, high computational complexity and high sensitivity to the 
al settings of separation filter is serious drawback. It 
ivates us to propose more convenient and efficient method 
overcome such problem. In proposed novel multistage 
hod, conventional BSS is conducted first, whitening effect 
rbitrarily filtering problem would happen during separation. 
uentially, we construct a compensation matrix utilized to 
eve contribution of each source to every microphone. That 
eparation is split into two stages, conventional separation 
ess and compensation process. After separation and 
pensation, not only temporal structure of signal can be 
ined by using deconvolution method but also spatial 
rmation of source can be preserved exactly. Moreover, 
y post processing can be applied, such as Direction of 
val (DOA) and even Source Location (SL). Hence, multi-
e strategy can provide most convenience with quite low 
ulation cost. It can be combined with either time domain 
hods or frequency domain methods in a quite natural way. 
 whole framework is shown in fig.1 

)
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)(2 tx
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of multistage BSS 



3.2. Algorithm  
Using (9)-(10) mentioned in section 2.2, conventional BSS is 
performed in time domain. After separation, we obtain 
separated signals whose components are mutually independent 
are given by 

T
m

T
m txtxzWtyty )(...)()()(...)( 11  (11) 

where T
m tyty )(...)(1 is output vector, )(zW denotes z-

transform of mm separation matrix. Without considering 
permutation problem, relation between outputs and original 
signals is given by  

)()()( tszety iii     (12) 

where )(zei  represents arbitrary filter. An equivalent 
description of (11) in frequency domain is 

T
imii

T
imi fxfxfWfyfy )(...)()()(...)( 11  (13) 

 where if is frequency bin. Without loss generality, we use 
f uniformly hereinafter. Assuming reverse matrix of )( fW at 

every frequency bin exists, i.e., 1)()( fWfR , we write 
equation (13) in the following form 

T
m

T
m fyfyfRfxfx )(...)()()(...)( 11  (14) 

When only one component of separated signal vector on right 
hand of (14) is kept, (14) becomes 

T
i

T
mii fyfRfxfx 0)(0)()(...)(1   (15) 

where )( fx ji is contribution of )( fyi  to )( fx j without
interference. It is interesting to note that mixing process can 
also be written in similar form as follows in which only one 
source is considered.  

T
i

T

mii fsfHfxfx 0)(0)()(...)( ''
1  (16) 

From (15) and (16), combining with (12), we have conclusions 
that left hand of (15) corresponds to contribution of i -th source 
to every microphone. This happens to be objective of 
compensation. All the sources can be retrieved up to their 
contributions to microphones in same way. 

4. Experiment and discusses 

4.1. Experiments condition and evaluation 
The experiments are conducted using speech signal  

Figure 2 layout of reverberant room used in experiment.
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volved with the IR of room environment (Fig. 2) simulated 
image method [11] with reverberation time msT 10060 .
use two speaker and two microphone with inter space 4cm. 
pling frequency is 8 KHz and each speech signal is 7 
nds. The two sources arrive one meter away from two 
ctions, o45 , o45 respectively. 
To evaluate performance of proposed method, Signal-to-
se Ratio Improvement (SNRI) defined as following is used 
st separation performance. 

t iii

t jij

t jij

t iii

tszH

tszH

tszC

tszC
SNRIi 2

2

2

2

)()(

)()(

)()(

)()(
10log10  (17) 

re ij and )()()( zHzWzC is global system function. 
nd Quality (SQ) described below indicates spatial 
rmation preservation after separation. 

t jijij

t ij

tszCtx

tx
SQij 2

2

)()()(

)(
10log10   (18) 

l SNRI and SQ scores is averages value of all channels. 
Proposed method in this study is referred to as Multi-Stage 
hod. Nevertheless, our method is also can be treated as a 
 processing method that can make matter easier to be 
led for post processing, such as binary masking for 
rovement of separation and SIMO deconvolution for 
oving reflection. It can be combined with almost all 
ration schemes seamlessly. In order to show its efficiency 

 superiority, different separation methods are first performed, 
 then, proposed method is applied as a post process to 
ver spectra of signal to some extent.  

Results and discussion 

Experiment 1: MBD with Nonholonomic constrain (Non 
D) method (9)–(10) is performed with learning rate 

30 and separation matrix with 64L is initialized using 
 beamforming method, in which null direction is steered 

)60,60 oo . Multi-Stage method is conducted as a post 
essing method combined with Non MBD method to show 
fficiency. 
Results are shown in Fig. 3 and table 1, from which we can 
that resulting spectra of Non-MBD method is almost flat, 
tening effect is relatively serious. Whereas, our proposed 
hod improves SQ performance greatly, retrieved spectra are 
ost same as that of contribution of source to microphone. 
 decrease of SNRI is mainly due to amplification of 
pensation matrix in low frequency range, which increases 
ortion of interference components simultaneously. In this 
e, there is a trade-off between SNRI and SQ performance.  
eriment 2:  To show superiority of proposed method, 
parison is carried out with SIMO-ICA method mentioned 

ve. In order to test insensitivity to initialization, different 
l Beamforming (NB) techniques are applied to initialize 
ration matrix and direction patterns of NB are assumed 
ormly to be )60,60( oo . The one NB is that used in [12], 
ch is referred to as NB-1 here. The other one is similar with 
 one except releasing constrain of target direction by setting 
ct path 2,1,1)( ifwii at every frequency bin and cross 

jifwij ),( being calculated using null direction constrain. 
 second NB is referred to as NB-2 for simplicity. 



Figure 3 normalized PSD compared with Non MBD

Table 1.  Performance comparison. (dB)
Non MBD Multistage 

SNRI 13.71 12.35 
SQ 0.29 8.22 

Results shown in Fig 4 imply that SIMO-ICA method is 
highly sensitive to initialization. With ‘good’ initialization, 
SIMO-ICA can get satisfied SQ performance. However, from 
table 4, we known easily, Multi-stage method still owns 
superiority over SIMO-ICA method and it can improve SQ 
performance as a post processing method. Initialized with ‘bad’ 
value, SQ performance of SIMO-ICA declines seriously. 
Resorting to our method, SQ can be regained very well. As for 
later work of SIMO-ICA [13], proposed self-generator for initial 
filter can only be applied to HRTF case; therefore, comparison 
is not conduct here. Also, self-generator for conventional room 
transfer function will be considered in the future work. 

From both experiments, it is found that separation in low 
frequency is still a challenge. Just as a result of bad performance 
of BSS in low frequency, SQ and SNRI is a pair of 
contradictory objective score, at least the case for speech signal. 

5. Conclusions and future work 
In this study, we proposed a novel and smart method to recover 
source to its contributions to every microphone. Until now, one 
step MBD have no enough ability to perform separation and 
deconvolution simultaneously well for signal with temporal 
structure, such as speech signal. Alternatively, two-stage, even 
multi-stages method is another suitable choice. Under such 
background, proposed method is valuable that can broad range 
of application. Validity has been shown in experiments and 
superiority also be demonstrated by comparison with other 
method. Moreover, simplicity of method makes it easily to be 
combined with other separation method naturally, either time 
domain algorithm or frequency domain algorithm. 

In order to fully recover original signals without losing 
spectra characteristics, SIMO deconvolution is necessarily to 
remove reflection sequentially. Only in this way, can signals 
with temporal structure be expected to be deconvoluted fully. 
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Figure 4 normalized PSD compared with SIMO-ICA 
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